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Abstract

In this paper, higher-order correlation clustering
(HOCC) is used for text line detection in natural images.
We treat text line detection as a graph partitioning prob-
lem, where each vertex is represented by a Maximally Sta-
ble Extremal Region (MSER). First, weak hypothesises are
proposed by coarsely grouping MSERs based on their spa-
tial alignment and appearance consistency. Then, higher-
order correlation clustering (HOCC) is used to partition the
MSERs into text line candidates, using the hypotheses as
soft constraints to enforce long range interactions. We fur-
ther propose a regularization method to solve the Semidef-
inite Programming problem in the inference. Finally we
use a simple texton-based texture classifier to filter out the
non-text areas. This framework allows us to naturally han-
dle multiple orientations, languages and fonts. Experiments
show that our approach achieves competitive performance
compared to the state of the art.

1. Introduction

Text in natural images carries important semantic infor-
mation. Since localizing text aids scene understanding, the
text detection problem was studied extensively in recent
work [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The problem is also relevant to a num-
ber of computer vision applications such as internet image
indexing, mobile vision and low vision aids.

Generally, text lines in natural images are curvilinear
and diversified with different orientations, fonts, sizes, and
scripts. However, most of the current methods focus on
building models for certain range of fonts and scripts,
such as detection-by-recognition approaches [2, 3, 6]. The
bounding boxes of the areas for potential character regions
are detected and classified, and text line structures are en-
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forced to heuristically link bounding boxes together. These
kinds of approaches may not be easily adapted to multi-
orientation cases.

We hypothesize that text can be better identified by prop-
erties of a group rather than of individual characters (Figure
1). Individual image elements have a lot of variation and
tend to cause false alarms for those methods explicitly using
character models. But a group of similar elements provides
more robust statistics for discriminating text from noise.
Therefore, it is natural to group image elements based on
pairwise and groupwise similarity, and then classify them
as text or non-text regions. This can be regarded as a trade
off between top down detections and bottom up heuristic
rules.

This paper approaches the text detection problem from
an image partitioning perspective, and proposes a general
framework to detect multi-oriented scene text lines with less
dependency on font or language. Our goal is to group sim-
ilar elements first and then identify each group as text or
non-text. Specifically, we use MSERs [7] as the basic ele-
ments and partition them to segments.

This results in a few important changes in the processing
flow. Instead of focusing on the strong detection and strong
filtering approaches, we use weak hypotheses for similarity
clustering followed by region-based filtering. Correlation
clustering was originally proposed by [8] as a similarity
clustering approach, which models pairwise relationships
between entities instead of the entities themselves and does
not require specifying the number of clusters.

The elongated nature of text lines suggests that the
long range dependencies among multiple nodes can be ex-
ploited. We explore the Higher-Order Correlation Cluster-
ing (HOCC) [9], which is an improvement of the original
correlation clustering where higher-order relations can be
incorporated. In HOCC, long range interactions can be de-
fined by less accurate measurements (i.e., weak hypothe-
ses), because they are regarded as soft constraints in cluster-
ing. For instance, weak hypotheses of local text lines can be
generated based on their spatial alignment and appearance
consistency with respect to their neighbors. HOCC may re-
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 1. Intermediate results in our procedure. From top to bottom, MSER extraction, local text line hypotheses (green bounding boxes),
pairwise edges in HOCC, results for HOCC, results for texture classification (yellow bounding boxes). Different MSERs/regions are
represented by different colors.

ject these hypotheses depending on the objective function
of these similarities, which is a notable differences between
the higher order correlation clustering and other classical
higher order Markov Random Field (MRF). Another ap-
pealing property of HOCC is that it allows large margin
training. Using structured SVM [10], the parameters of
HOCC can be learned from the training data [9], and we
are saved from adopting too many heuristics.

In HOCC, we propose to use the regularization method
[11] to efficiently solve the Semidefinite Programming
(SDP) problem [12]. The original HOCC proposed a lin-
ear programming relaxation solution with a large number
of inequality constraints. This complex linear system can
be written elegantly in the SDP framework. This allows us
to effectively solve the system with a large number of vari-
ables in a few seconds. After clustering, we use a texton-
based texture classifier to filter out non-text areas.

We compare with the methods that aim at detecting
multi-oriented and multi-language text. On a recently pub-
lished dataset, our method generates promising results com-
pared to the state of the art methods.

2. Building graphs for detection-by-clustering

In our approach, an image is represented by a graph of
Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSERs). The de-
tection amounts to identifying subgraphs that contain text
lines. We adopt MSER because our approach is intended to
perform detection for multiple languages at multiple orien-
tations, thus we seek generic representations of text regions.

Among graph partitioning algorithms, correlation based
methods are particularly well suited for our problem. These
methods rely on pairwise similarity, such as contrast, solid-
ity (the ratio of contour area to its convex hull area), area
ratio, distance in images. More interestingly, prior knowl-



edge can be incorporated as weak hypotheses of grouping.
First, MSERs are extracted and a graph of MSERs is

constructed for an image. Then, MSERs are coarsely
grouped considering their consistency with neighbors to
create weak hypothesis. The correlation based grouping is
described in the next section.

2.1. Extracting MSERs and building the graph

First, we compute MSERs for an input image (first row
in Figure 1). One can see that the sizes of MSERs vary, and
the MSERs may correspond to character regions or noise.

We then construct the graph of MSERs locally to avoid
unnecessary edges between distant MSERs. Delaunay tri-
angulation is employed to find pairwise edges in the graph.

2.2. Computing local consistency map

To construct the graph, we first compute a local consis-
tency map for each MSER. A local consistency map is a
probability map, which shows how an MSER is consistent
with its neighbors in a small patch.

For each MSER, we consider a context patch which is an
image patch centered at the MSER. The MSER is referred
to as the center MSER, and other MSERs on this patch are
considered its neighbors. The patch has a size 7 times the
width and height of the center MSER. We compute the con-
sistency score θ between the center MSER and its neighbors
as:

θ = exp(−αDco − βDsw) (1)

where Dco is the Euclidean distance between the colors of
two MSERs,Dsw is the normalized stroke width difference,
and α and β are constant parameters. RGB color is used and
averaged over all pixels for each MSER. The stroke width
of an MSER is estimated by the largest distance from an
interior point to boundary, and can be efficiently obtained
using a Distance Transform.

Then a local consistency map for this context patch is
constructed by transforming all pixels of MSERs on this
patch to their consistency scores. Figure 2 shows two ex-
amples of context patches and local consistency maps. In
Figure 2a, the center MSER is part of the cartoon cat’s face,
thus a high consistency score is obtained in other parts of its
face and gives large intensity in the local consistency map.
The text below the cartoon cat’s face has very different color
and stroke width, therefore it shows low consistency scores.
In Figure 2b, we can see high consistency scores of the char-
acters in the text line in the middle of the patch, while the
character in the upper right corner has relatively low consis-
tency scores due to the difference in font.

2.3. Weak hypotheses generation

We generate hypotheses based on the local consistency
map. Prior knowledge of text line includes 1) text line must

be elongated, and 2) the projection profile of a text line
should have higher variance. Therefore, we project local
consistency map in different orientations from −90 to 85
degrees (with respect to the horizon) with an interval of 5
degrees to obtain 36 projection profiles.

In practice, the projection at each orientation is per-
formed not on the entire local consistency map but on an
oriented narrow region whose width and length are 3 and 7
times those the selected MSER respectively, to include less
noise in the projection profile. The raw profile of a given
orientation is computed by summing all the intensities in
the narrow region along that orientation. Then the raw pro-
file is intensity-normalized by the mean of non-zero values
in it, and its dimension is normalized to a predefined length
by resampling to obtain the final projection profile.

The projection profile in the maximum variance orien-
tation is intended to capture the text line structure which
usually forms a peak, while the one in the orthogonal orien-
tation tries to capture the regular intervals between charac-
ters as can be observed in most cases. Figure 2 shows the
examples of projection profiles. The size of the patch is em-
pirically determined and is not sensitive in our experiment.

We then concatenate the projection profiles in the maxi-
mum variance orientation and its orthogonal orientation into
a feature vector, and feed the feature vector to a Random
Forest classifier [13]. The training samples of projection
profiles from text and non-text patches were manually la-
beled. If a patch is determined as positive (contains text line
structure) by the Random Forest classifier, all the MSERs
on this patch with a similarity above a threshold are consid-
ered a local line hypothesis.

Using local consistency maps and projection profiles, we
are able to capture the local text line structure on a patch.
The projections may involve multiple text lines, because the
random forest is trained on various profile patterns and can
handle different situations. We stress that the classification
on the projection profiles need not to be very accurate, i.e.
false positives are expected, since the results will be fine-
tuned by the correlation clustering.

After generating hypothesis in the entire image, there
may exist two typical cases: 1) stand alone MSERs not
covered by any local line hypotheses, and 2) disconnected
subgraphs. The isolated MSERs are discarded, and discon-
nected graphs are processed separately (3rd row in Figure
1).

3. Correlation clustering based text detection

We first briefly review the correlation clustering, and in-
troduce the higher-order clustering (HOCC). Compared to
the basic correlation clustering, the key ingredient of the
HOCC is the “hyperedges”, which are sets of pre-defined
weak hypotheses in a graph. We further provide the solu-
tion to the HOCC using semidefinite programming.



(a) non-text (b)text
Figure 2. Local consistency map and the projection to two orthog-
onal directions. Please see the text for the details.

3.1. Correlation clustering

Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), correlation clus-
tering attempts to assign a binary label to each edge, indi-
cating whether the two vertices are connected so that they
are in the same cluster. Practically, this binary label is re-
laxed and a rounding procedure is generally required to ef-
fectively group the nodes.

3.1.1 Pairwise correlation clustering

Correlation clustering partitions nodes into clusters based
on their pairwise similarities. Let spij ∈ {0, 1} denote the
pairwise similarity between node Vi and Vj (or on edge epij),
and define xpij as

xpij =

{
1, if i and j are connected
0, o.w.

(2)

The correlation clustering problem becomes an agree-
ment maximization formulation (Q1):max

xp

∑
i,j

spijx
p
ij

sij = Sim(V, i, j) = 〈wp, φij(V )〉
(3)

where φij(V ) denotes the features that characterize the dif-
ference between vertices i and j (See Sec. 5.2), and wp

is the parameter vector (to be learned from training sam-
ples). Therefore, the correlation clustering becomes an in-
teger programming problem.

In the literature, two solutions were proposed to solve
Eq. 3. Kim et al. [9] used a number of inequalities, such
as cyclic inequality constraints and odd-wheel constraints,
to create physically meaningful polyhedrons. On the other
hand [12], we can rewrite Eq. 3 to matrix form as follows{

max
X

trace(STX)

s.t. X � 0
. (4)

where S(i, j) = si,j , and X(i, j) = xi,j . This SDP for-
mulation makes the problem elegant, but is limited by the

number of variables in practice. We will describe our solver
in Sec. 3.2.

3.1.2 Higher-order correlation clustering (HOCC)

A hyperedge can be simply regarded as a subset of con-
nected edges. Each hyperedge ehk ∈ E contains more than
one pairwise edge, i.e., |ehk | ≥ 2. A hyperedge can be ac-
tivated or deactivated, denoted by xhk ∈ {0, 1}, and is as-
sociated with a groupwise similarity shk =

〈
wh, φh(V )k

〉
,

where φhk(V ) denotes the features for the kth hyperedge
(See Sec. 5.2). Then the objective function becomes (Q2):

max
xp,xh

∑
i,j

spijx
p
ij +

∑
k

shkx
h
k

= max
xp,xh

∑
i,j

〈
wp, φpi,j(V )

〉
xpi,j +

∑
k

〈
wh, φhk(V )

〉
xhk

= max
X
〈w,Φ(V,X)〉

(5)

where wh denotes the parameter vector for the hyperedge
features and w is concatenation of wp and wh. w is learned
from training data. X contains both pairwise edges and
hyperedges. Φ(V,X) denotes the joint feature maps of all
edges.

Binary operations were used to model the relation be-
tween higher order labels and pairwise labels. To be spe-
cific, a number of inequalities are used as follows.

xhk ≤x
p
ij , ∀e

p
ij ⊂ e

h
k ,

xhk ≥1−
∑

i,j|epij⊂eh
(1− xpij) (6)

The first inequality in ensures that the nodes in different
clusters can not be in the same activated hyperedge, and the
second ensures that the nodes in the same cluster can not
have a deactivated hyperedge. Please refer to [9] for more
details.

3.2. Effective solution for “long-tailed” SDP

Semidefinite programming has attracted a reasonable at-
tention in recent years. Its applications range from kernel
learning to low rank approximation [14]. While a few in-
terior point based SDP packages are available (e.g., [15]),
efficiency is the major consideration when SDP is used in
real applications. Contrary to interior point based methods,
boundary point based approaches, such as regularization
methods, surface as alternatives. For example, the method
in [11] is much easier to implement and can be taylored eas-
ily if there exist special structures in SDP.



Algorithm 1 Regularization SDP.
Input:
t : Real positive scalar; S, Y : Symmetric matrix.
Z : Semipositive definite matrix.
A, b : Linear mapping, AX = b.

Output:
X : SDP solution for min trace(STX)

subject to AX = b,X � 0;
Procedure:

Repeat until |Z +AT y−S| is small
Step 1: Solve y for AAT y+A(Z −S) = (b−AY )/t
Step 2: Set X = t(Y/t+AT y − S)+
Step 3: Set Z = −(Y/t+AT y − S)−
Step 4: Set Y = X .

In a number of SDP problems, there exists a “long tailed”
block diagonal structure: a small number of SDP variables
but a large number of slack variables. Because the diagonal
matrix is semipositive definite if and only if the values are
nonnegative, this structure can be solved efficiently.

In these cases, regularization methods turn out to be
more efficient than interior point methods. Since this type
of method is not widely known in the computer vision com-
munity, we briefly describe one of these methods in this sec-
tion.

In Algorithm 1, AX = b is a linear mapping of X , rep-
resenting the constraints. In the literature, this may also be
written as A(X) = b. The operation (·)+/− denotes the
projection to the positive/negative definite space. Please re-
fer to [11] for more details.

In our opinion, Algorithm 1 is an elegant solver that tack-
les many vision problems and has the advantages that 1) the
implementation is straightforward (20+ lines in MATLAB)
and 2) it is an order of magnitude more efficient than other
MATLAB SDP packages.

To see how this formulation speeds up our problem,
please note that the time consuming step is the eigen-
decomposition in the projection step in the internal prob-
lem (Step 2). In our formulation, since X has a long tailed
structure, eigendecomposition only needs to be performed
on the SDP variables. As a result, this solution is very effi-
cient for small problems (v300 SDP variables in our case),
but may be slow for larger problems (e.g., more than 1000
SDP variables).

3.3. Structural learning

Structured SVM [10] is used to learn the parameter vec-
tor w. Consistent with previous notation, let {(Vn, Xn)}
dentoe N training samples, where Vn is the nth training
graph (with features) andXn is its ground truth labels. Then
w is learned by:

Figure 3. Samples of textons learned in the texture classification.

min
w,ξ

1

2
‖w‖2 + C

N∑
n=1

ξn

s.t. ∀n,X � 0,

〈w,∆Φ(Vn, X)〉 ≥ ∆(Xn, X),

ξn ≥ 0

(7)

where ∆Φ(Vn, X) = Φ(Vn, Xn) − Φ(Vn, X), and C > 0
is a constant. More details can be found in [9].

4. Classifying text and non-text regions

After applying HOCC, we obtain a number of image re-
gions. Each region represents a consistent group of either
text or non-text MSERs (Forth row in Figure 1). The deci-
sion of text/non-text will be made on each region as a whole.

We treat this step as a texture classification problem. Liu
et al. [16] provides a state of the art approach based on ran-
dom projections. In their approach, densely sampled image
patches are projected with a random matrix and mapped to
a dictionary of textons through nearest neighbor to obtain a
histogram. However, in our problem we find random pro-
jections harm the classification accuracy. The reason could
be that both text and non-text patterns have a lot variations
and random projections inevitably lose some information
that may distinguish these two closely entangled classes.

Coates et al. [3] describes a method to detect text in a
squared sliding window. In their method, whitened patches
are encoded with an unsupervised dictionary using soft-
thresholding and summed up over 9 blocks to form a fea-
ture vector for this image window. Yet in our experiments
we found the naive nearest neighbor encoding outperformed
soft-thresholding.

Our approach is similar in spirit as the two above. In
our procedure, we separate the text and non-text patches
when constructing the dictionary of textons. Through ex-
periments we find this explicit separation of textons results
in better classification performance compared to mixing text
and non-text textons. Our procedure is as follows:



1. Pre-processing: harvest 8 × 8 grayscale patches from
text regions and non-text regions, and apply brightness
and contrast normalization.

2. Constructing dictionary: perform k-means on text
patches and non-text patches respectively, and com-
bine the two sets of textons to form a dictionary.

3. Computing histogram: for each patch, find the near-
est neighbor in the dictionary to form a histogram, and
normalize the histograms to unit sum to produce the
feature representation for an image region.

4. Classifying: use Random Forest on the unit his-
tograms.

Figure 3 shows samples of our textons. The textons corre-
sponding to text and non-text patches share some common
properties such as they both contain stroke-like patterns.
However, there exists difference of statistical properties be-
tween text and non-text patches. Text and non-text patches
may be encoded into different histograms, which enables
the classification. Since no character models or other speci-
fied features are involved, this method is expected to gener-
alize on text of different languages and styles.

5. Experiments
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in this

section. One of our goals is to cluster similar text prior to
any classification. Thus it is natural for us to select the
multi-orientation multi-scripts dataset such as the MSRA-
TD500, instead of other datasets that primarily contains hor-
izontal English text, which may be solved more effectively
by strong character models and lexicons.

First, we describe two datasets used in our experiments.
Then, we show the results of our method and compare them
to the state of the art.

5.1. Datasets

5.1.1 MSRA-TD500 database

The MSRA Text Detection Database (MSRA-TD500) con-
tains 500 images of indoor and outdoor scenes. This dataset
is very challenging in three ways.

First the text is bilingual, including English, Chinese and
mixture of the two, and they are in wide range of fonts,
sizes and styles. Second, the text is in arbitrary orientation.
Third, the background is diversified and complex.

To evaluate the performance on MSRA-TD500, we fol-
low the protocol employed by [1]. We used 300 images for
training and 200 for testing. A minimum rectangle is fit
to the detected text region, and its orientation is also esti-
mated. A ground truth rectangle can only be matched once,
therefore many-to-one match is not allowed.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4. More results in the MSRA dataset. From top to bottom,
input image, MSER extraction, HOCC results and final detection
results. Please see Figure 1 for the meaning of the colors / bound-
ing boxes.

We define the overlap ratio between a detected rectangle
and a ground truth region as the ratio of the areas of their
intersection and union. The rectangle is considered correct
if the orientation difference is less than π/8 and the overlap
ratio exceeds 0.5. We would like to note that the 0.5 over-
lapping criteria is different from other text detection crite-
ria, but is consistent with PASCAL challenge in for object
detection.

5.1.2 OSTD dataset

The OSTD dataset contains 89 images of indoor and out-
door scenes (Figure 6). Text in this dataset is diversified in
orientations, view perspectives, fonts and styles. Following
[1], the proposed algorithm trained on MSRA-TD500 runs
on all images of OSTD. To make a fair comparison, we em-
ploy the same protocol as [17].

5.2. Features for clustering

The proposed method relies on the pairwise similarity
and groupwise similarity. This section defines our features
for correlation clustering in the text line detections.

Pairwise features We used a 18-dimensional features in
pairwise comparison.

• Stroke width difference and ratio.
• RGB distance in: Euclidean, χ2, EMD [18], L1.



• CIELAB distance in: Euclidean, χ2, EMD, L1.
• Distance of contrast vectors (CIELAB of MSER sub-

tracting its immediate background) in four metric : Eu-
clidean, χ2, EMD, L1.

• Solidity difference.
• Area ratio difference
• Distance between two MSERs normalized by sizes and

patch orientation.

Higher order features We used a 12-dimensional fea-
tures to describe group properties in hyperedges.

• Variances in the RGB values, respectively.
• Variances in the CIELAB values, respectively.
• Variance in area normalized by the median.
• Variance in solidity.
• Variance in stroke width normalized by the median.

With the features defined, we are able to learn wp and wh

for transforming the feature maps to the similarity measure-
ment. We used the loss function in the [9], but assign dif-
ferent weights due to the intrinsic properties of text images.

5.3. Results

5.3.1 MSRA-TD 500

We first present results for the MSRA-TD500 dataset (Fig-
ure 4). As shown in Figures 1 and 4, our method handles
challenging cases. For example, Figure 1a has text of var-
ious fonts and mixed languages. Text in Figure 1d is very
small and the background (trees) makes some text very dif-
ficult to detect (e.g., the road name sign). Further, the bike
pattern on the traffic sign has similar and consistent stroke
widths as the text. Text in Figure 1e is overly slanted. We
also notice from 4a that some handwritten text is correctly
detected even though their shapes and colors are less con-
sistent compared to the printed text.

Shown in Table 1 are the quantitative results. Among
three methods we compared, Yao et al. [1] handles ori-
ented text explicitly, and [5] is the baseline, where the stroke
width transform was proposed.

The proposed algorithm is able to detect text lines in dif-
ferent fonts and orientations. In complex backgrounds like
leaves, grass and some very challenging architectural pat-
terns, we observe promising detection results. Our method
achieves a higher precision with similar recall rate, com-
pared to the state of the art method.

The HOCC plays an important role in this process, since
it generates larger homogeneous regions to provide robust
statistics for the discrimination between text and non-text.
Avoiding making local decisions is essential to the proposed
approach. Without an effective grouping process, it is diffi-
cult for such a simple texton-based text detection algorithm

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 5. Error analysis. a) MSERs are not well extracted due to
lighting; b) text lines are too close and merged; c) text lines are
broken into multiple parts; d) mistakes exist in texture classifica-
tion.

Table 1. Performance comparison on MSRA-TD500.
Precision Recall F-measure

Our method 0.71 0.62 0.66
Yao et al. [1] 0.63 0.63 0.60

Epstein et al. [5] 0.25 0.25 0.25
Chen et al. [19] 0.05 0.05 0.05

to achieve superior performance. For example, [3] reports
less satisfying detection rates compared to other methods
using highly specialized features.

The errors are mainly from three sources. First, some
MSERs are not well extracted due to lighting, fragmenta-
tion, blur (Figure 5a) etc, in the graph construction stage.
Second, some text lines are too close and are merged into
one rectangle during clustering, due to the difficulty to re-
solve their local linear structures (Figure 5b). On the other
hand, text lines are broken into multiple parts when rela-
tively large gaps exist between characters or words due to
elimination of some MSERs (Figure 5c). Third, mistakes
exist in texture classification, where artificial and plant tex-
tures may be classified into text (Figure 5d).

5.3.2 OSTD

We also test the proposed algorithm on the Oriented Scene
Text Dataset [17]. Figure 6 shows some results from the
OSTD dataset. We achieved the best precision rate and the
F measure, and our recall is tied with the state of the art.

We observe that the text are also correctly grouped and
detected even though the properties of these text are quite
different from the MSRA-TD500 dataset.

6. Conclusion
We have described a higher-order correlation clustering

(HOCC) based framework for detecting multi-oriented text
lines in natural images. The detection is treated as a graph



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 6. Examples in the OSTD dataset. Detection results are shown in yellow bounding box and overlayed on the input images.

Table 2. Performance comparison on OSTD.
Precision Recall F-measure

Our method 0.80 0.73 0.76
Yao et al. [1] 0.77 0.73 0.74
Yi et al. [17] 0.56 0.64 0.55

Epstein et al. [5] 0.37 0.32 0.32
Chen et al. [19] 0.07 0.06 0.06

partitioning problem, where each node is represented by
the MSER. The regularization method is used to solve the
Semidefinite Programming problem in HOCC. Finally we
used a texture classifier to filter the non-text areas. Experi-
ments show our method is superior to the state of the art.
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